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Abstract

Intergovernmental collaboration is needed to address global problems.Modern solutions to these problems often include
data-driven methods like artificial intelligence (AI), which require large amounts of data to performwell. As AI emerges
as a central catalyst in deriving effective solutions for global problems, the infrastructure that supports its data needs
becomes crucial. However, data sharing between governments is often constrained due to socio-technical barriers such as
concerns over data privacy, data sovereignty issues, and the risks of informationmisuse. Federated learning (FL) presents
a promising solution as a decentralizedAImethodology, enabling the use of data frommultiple siloswithout necessitating
central aggregation. Instead of sharing raw data, governments can build their own models and just share the model
parameters with a central server aggregating all parameters, resulting in a superior overall model. By conducting a
structured literature review,we show howmajor intergovernmental data-sharing challenges listed by theOrganisation for
EconomicCo-operation andDevelopment can be overcomeby utilizing FL. Furthermore, we provide a tangible resource
implementing FL linked to the Ukrainian refugee crisis that can be utilized by researchers and policymakers alike who
want to implement FL in cases where data cannot be shared. Enhanced AI while maintaining privacy through FL thus
allows governments to collaboratively address global problems, positively impacting governments and citizens.

Policy Significance Statement

Artificial intelligence (AI) has become indispensable for global problem-solving, but its full potential is curtailed
by concerns over sharing raw data, creating obstacles in intergovernmental relations. AI grants governments
heightened decision-making prowess, which is essential for strategic governance and international diplomacy.
However, balancing this advantage with the imperative to protect citizens’ data rights and maintain national
sovereignty over data is a geopolitical challenge. Federated learning (FL), a decentralized AI method, has the
potential to redefine intergovernmental collaboration by circumventing key data-sharing challenges. FL allows
governments to create their own AI models without sharing raw data. By exchanging only model parameters,
they ensure data privacy while harnessing collective data-driven insights that surpass individual country
capabilities. By aggregating these parameters on a central server, a robust overall model is achieved, enhancing
the use of AI for global problem-solving.
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1. Introduction

Despite approaches to allying with other countries, objectively, sovereign nation-states exercise power
over a population of citizens within their territorial borders. With the increasing impact of digital
technology and the rise of the internet as a “borderless space,” the role of traditional borders in the digital
realm is questionedmore andmore often. Although the very essence of the internet is to connect users and
devices beyond borders, countries attempt to preserve their sovereignty by subjecting cyberspace to their
own national rules (Goldsmith, 2007). However, it is becoming increasingly clear that addressing today’s
most pressing issues—such as climate change, crisis management, and international supply chain laws—
requires a level of transnational cooperation that goes beyond sovereign national interests.

An area where sovereignty is widely pursued among different countries is data sharing. Specifically,
when it comes to data storage, governments often rely on technologies such as private data centers secured
within their own territories. The 2022World Economic Forum underlined the problem that data sharing is
impractical as data is stored in different legacy system silos (Antonio, 2022). Further, legitimate reasons
for making data sharing complicated are disincentives due to the collective action theory (Olson, 1965)
and data sharing being unethical (Ward and Sipior, 2010), especially when personal information is
involved. In addition, legal uncertainties exist when data is shared between nations created through
legislation like the Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data Act (CLOUD Act, 2018). However, sharing
data allows enhanced analytics of this data and the use of technological innovation.

Governments need to keep up with waves of technological innovation for economic, social, and
political reasons. One such technological innovation is artificial intelligence (AI). In the industry, AI is
used in various settings, such as price predictions (Eckhardt et al., 2022). The technological advancement
in the industry is often coined as Industry 4.0 (Lasi et al., 2014). Analogously, the term eGovernment 3.0
(eGOV3.0) is used to describe the ever-increasing use of disruptive information and communication
technology (ICT), such asAI (Lachana et al., 2018). For example, AI can be used to identify needs in crisis
situations (Sprenkamp et al., 2023).While eGovernment 1.0 describes the use of ICT for the realization of
public services (Lachana et al., 2018), eGovernment 2.0 focuses on the ICT-enabled participation of
citizens. Today, eGOV3.0 uses more advanced and data-driven technologies to solve societal problems
through collected data (Lachana et al., 2018).

In order to fulfill the aspiration of AI to solve societal problems, vast amounts of data are needed (Duan
et al., 2019). Intergovernmental data sharing has the potential to multiply available data. However, from a
global perspective, this need for data immediately creates tension between governments’ interests and
incentives.While one government might want to pursue open national data sharing, another might seek to
keep their data private. National data, in this context, might refer to aggregated datasets like country-wide
health statistics or economic metrics. However, intertwined with these datasets could be finer granular
data points that pertain to individual citizens, such as individual health records. This tension is illustrated
by the statement of Germany’s former health minister regarding the World Health Organisation’s
(WHO’s) potential to place sanctions on countries that do not share their data during disease outbreaks
(Wheaton and Martuscelli, 2021). While such a pandemic treaty exists, it is only actively supported by
25 countries (WHO, 2021). This is making the creation of accurate AI models regarding epidemiology
complicated. Therefore, the question arises of how to access data without sharing it to solve global
problems collaboratively. It can be argued that we can still build AI methods on private data. However,
more data results in better-performing AI models. To advance the newly created eGOV3.0, we need to
ensure that AI models operate as well as possible, as the performance of these systems has a far-reaching
influence on governments and directly on citizens’ lives.

One recent approach that promises to solve these problems is federated learning (FL) (McMahan et al.,
2017). The core idea of FL is that individual entities build their own AI models and share them at a
centralized point. Another AI model is built that aggregates the individual models. At no point is the data
of any individual entity shared. In general, FL shows that the federated model performs better than
individual models, which are built solely on the data of a single entity. However, federated models
generally perform worse than the oracle model, a model built with all available data. Nonetheless, it is
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often impossible to build an oracle model due to the limitations of data sharing (Jordan and Mitchell,
2015), leaving the question of which technological approach would be the most fitting.

We propose to use FL to enable better intergovernmental collaborations, fromwhich governments and
citizens alike can profit. We, therefore, investigate the research gap regarding how FL can be used for
international eGOV3.0 in use cases where data cannot be shared. The following research question is
formulated:

RQHow can federated learning address the problem of data sharing in intergovernmental collaboration?

To answer this RQ, we investigate how challenges in data sharing listed by the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) in OECD (2019) can be mitigated through FL. To our know-
ledge, there is no scientific framework that addresses intergovernmental data-sharing challenges in
AI. Yet, the OECD’s framework offers the benefit of being both broadly recognized and grounded in
practical application. We analyze these challenges through a structured literature review, aiming to
propose FL as a solution to the challenges of intergovernmental data sharing. In addition to the structured
literature review, we present a showcase to provide an illustrative example of FL in a real-world context.
We thus strive to not only contribute to academic discourse but also create a practical, easily compre-
hensible resource for policymakers. Our goal is to aid them in grasping the implications and potential
applications of FL to facilitate the use of AI for intergovernmental use cases where data cannot be shared.

2. Related work and background

2.1. Intergovernmental data sharing

Data sharing is an ever-increasing factor in intergovernmental collaboration and success (Wiseman,
2020). Examples of successfully createdAI applications trained on intergovernmental data include health,
mobility, and the social sector (Wiseman, 2020). Yet, there are legitimate national, public, and private
interests (OECD, 2019). The framework of OECD (2019) lists risks and challenges of data access and
sharing and is established in research (e.g., Reimsbach-Kounatze, 2021; Yukhno, 2022; Trampusch,
2023). Moreover, the results of the OECD study are based on workshops held from October 2 to 3, 2017,
in Copenhagen. These workshops were attended by industry data professionals from companies like
Microsoft or Facebook, policy leaders such as state ministers, and scholars, all from various countries,
ensuring a diverse and holistic view (OECD, 2019). Further, we choose to apply the framework from
OECD (2019) as we intend not only to make significant contributions to the academic discourse around
intergovernmental data-sharing challenges but also to provide pragmatic solutions and support to the
public sector. The challenges of data sharing identified by OECD (2019) are grouped into three
challenges: (1) balancing the benefits of data openness with legitimate interests, policy objectives, and
risks; (2) trust and empowerment for the effective re-use of data across society; and (3) misaligned
incentives, and limitations of current business models and markets. These challenges consist of
various sub-challenges formulated concerning the growing importance of AI. These challenges and
sub-challenges are introduced in the following. Additionally, we extended the OECD framework by
incorporating insights and findings from relevant scientific articles to enhance its applicability and
comprehensiveness in addressing the challenges of intergovernmental data sharing.

2.1.1. Challenge 1: Balancing the benefits of data openness with legitimate interests, policy objectives, and
risks
The sub-challenge (1.1) “Security risks and confidentiality breaches” concerns the integrity and confi-
dentiality of data and information systems, impacting organizations’ assets, reputation, and competitive-
ness. Data breaches, particularly those involving personal data, pose significant harm to individuals’
privacy and can result in economic losses, reputational damage, and consumer harm, such as identity theft.
While personal data breaches are less frequent than other security incidents, their impact is growing as
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large-scale breaches becomemore frequent. Examples of such data breaches are theCambridge Analytica
scandal (Isaak and Hanna, 2018) and the disclosure of voter records in the United States (Bennett, 2016).

Moreover, sub-challenge (1.2) “Violation of privacy and intellectual property” is described as violating
contractual and socially agreed terms of data reuse poses risks to privacy, intellectual property rights, and
commercial interests. These risks can undermine incentives to invest and innovate, particularly for small
and medium-sized enterprises. Further, ethical considerations, such as fairness, bias, and discrimination,
play a significant role. These factors limit the possibility of exchanging data.

Sub-challenge (1.3) “Difficulty of risk management approaches” presents obstacles to effective risk
management practices. Despite its widespread acceptance, organizations face challenges in adopting
digital risk management. Relying solely on technological solutions to create secure digital environments
can hinder data access and sharing, impeding innovation. Cross-border data flows are restricted by
localization requirements, hindering the free flow of information.

The increasing reliance of individuals and organizations on sub-challenge (1.4) “Cross-border data
access and sharing” has become essential for global information exchange and economic activities.
However, restrictions on transborder data flows can hinder the functioning of data markets and societies,
limiting the benefits derived from data sharing and re-use across countries. Concerns arise from data
localization requirements that confine data access and sharing within national borders. While these
restrictions may be justified by concerns such as privacy, digital security, intellectual property rights,
national security, and law enforcement, their proportionality to the risks involved requires careful
evaluation. The lack of common approaches and rules for sharing personal and confidential data across
countries impedes cross-border data access and sharing.

2.1.2. Challenge 2: Trust and empowerment for the effective re-use of data across society
The sub-challenge (2.1) “Supporting and engaging communities” presents challenges in building trust
and facilitating effective data sharing. Communities comprising data users, holders, and third parties play
a critical role in defining acceptable risk levels and allocating responsibilities. However, community
structures and governance vary based on data openness and potential value. Partnerships between the
public and private sectors are crucial, but sustaining community engagement involves costs and
reconciling opposing interests.

Further sub-challenge (2.2) “Fostering data-related infrastructures and skills” presents a barrier to
effective data reuse, even when data is available. There is a growing demand for data specialist skills,
surpassing the available supply in the labor market. Insufficient data-related skills hinder the re-use of
data, including open access initiatives. Poor levels of skills and competencies to manage, curate, and
re-use data are observed in the scientific community. While in the age of cloud computing, the
infrastructure cost of storing, copying, and analyzing data has shrunk, sharing intergovernmental data
still involves significant costs for collecting, preparing, sharing, scaling, maintaining, and updating data
(Chen and Zhang, 2014; Johnson, 2016).

Another significant barrier is the sub-challenge (2.3) “Lack of common standards for data sharing and
re-use” that hinders effective data usage. Inconsistent data formats and incompatible standards impede the
creation of longitudinal data sets. Longitudinal data refers to a type of data collected over a period of time
from the same individuals, entities, or subjects, allowing one to examine how variables behave over time.
The need for data standardization stems from the varying data quality due to inconsistency and
incompleteness (Chen and Zhang, 2014; Mikhaylov et al., 2018). Without standardization, it becomes
difficult to identify patterns within the data.

Sub-challenge (2.4) “Data quality” greatly influences the accuracy of data analysis and results. High-
quality data are essential for effective data analysis and reuse, and a lack of it can deter stakeholders from
data-sharing arrangements. Data quality’s complexity arises from its dependence on the specific use of
data, meaning that the quality of a data set varies. What is good quality for one application may not be for
another. The distribution of data among multiple administrations with conflicting bilateral agreements is
especially complicated. An example could be the cross-border transfer of data between EU countries,
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Japan, and the United States, which is not currently possible. Currently, the EU only recognizes nine non-
EU countries as providing adequate protection for saving data. Japan is among them, but the United States
is not (General Data Protection Regulation, 2018). Moreover, the EU can issue fines to any organization
not complying with General Data Protection Regulation (2018), creating a further monetary disincentive
to share data based on EU law binding to nations inside and outside the EU.

2.1.3. Challenge 3: Misaligned incentives and limitations of current business models and markets
The first sub-challenge is (3.1) “Externalities of data sharing, re-use and the misaligned incentives.”
Positive externalities describe that third parties may benefit more from data sharing than the data owner,
who may struggle to capitalize on data reuse fully. Thus, data holders may be reluctant to share if costs
exceed perceived private benefits, resulting in insufficient data access and sharing.

Moreover, the OECD states (3.2) “Limitations of current business models and data markets” is another
sub-challenge hindering intergovernmental data sharing. Data markets and platforms play a crucial role in
enabling data sharing, yet they face significant challenges that include opaque pricing schemes and
limitations in serving social demand for data. Data value often varies greatly among market participants,
causing pricing in data markets to be unclear. Lack of transparency may lead to risks of information
asymmetry. Information asymmetry can arise between information-poor and information-rich countries
and can result in negative consequences for each type of country (Clarkson et al., 2007). Information-poor
countries are often in a weaker position to negotiate data-sharing agreements (Clarkson et al., 2007) and
are thus inclined to make less advantageous concessions.In contrast, information-rich countries might
have a counter-incentive to share their data to maintain their strong economic position. This reluctance to
share data emerges from what is known as the “free rider” problem, where data are nonexclusive public
goods, and information-rich countries have to accept the risk of information-poor countries utilizing their
goods free of charge (OECD, 2019). Due to “free riding” on the goods provided between organizations,
allocating public goods becomes ineffective, which is known as the collective action theory (Olson,
1965). Collective action thus results in difficulties for interorganizational cooperation. While Olson
(1965) focuses on interorganizational cooperation, the theory has been expanded to problems regarding
intergovernmental cooperation, for example, Aspinwall and Greenwood (2013) for cooperation within
the European Union (EU) allowing “free riding” of public goods provided by sovereign nation-states.

Sub-challenge (3.3) “The risks of mandatory access to data” include potentially negative impacts on
competitive dynamics and investment incentives. While such access is intended to prevent abuse of
dominant market positions, it can compromise the competitiveness of entities that rely on data exclusivity.
This could reduce their incentives to invest in data or enter certain markets, thus potentially lowering their
economic value. Critics warn that this compulsory sharing might inadvertently create anti-competitive
effects, possibly giving larger, data-intensive businesses an advantage by facilitating their access to data in
various markets.

Last, the OECD defines the sub-challenge (3.4) “Uncertainty about data ownership” as the growing
debate around who controls and owns data. This discussion is complicated by the various meanings
attached to “data ownership” in different contexts. Legal frameworks, including Intellectual Property
Rights and privacy protection laws, can influence the associated rights differently. Moreover, the
overlapping nature of these legal regimes, the increasing reliance on contractual agreements, and potential
changes in data ownership due to public-private partnerships further complicate the matter. These
uncertainties and legal ambiguities can impede intergovernmental data-sharing efforts, as stakeholders
may be hesitant to engage in data-sharing activities due to the potential legal risks and lack of clarity in
determining data ownership and associated rights (Ward and Sipior, 2010).

These challenges, arising from national, public, and private interests, are especially relevant as they
hinder data sharing and, thus, the creation of AI trained on data recorded in multiple countries. This, in
turn, impacts the advance of eGOV3.0 and the realization of its benefits to society.
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2.2. Federated Learning

A promising technology to help address the challenges of data sharing for the creation of AI models was
proposed by McMahan et al. (2017), who, while leveraging data utility, maintained a clear separation
between data owners. This solution, namely FL, relies on the distribution of models across different
databases instead of the classical machine learning (ML) example, where all the data is stored in a single
silo. By distributing the models, the model and the data are separated. This keeps the latter isolated and at
the data owners’ selected location without revealing it. Since then, applications in health (Xu et al., 2021),
banking (Yang et al., 2019), or smart cities (Jiang et al., 2020) have been subject to research. FL thus
provides incentives in terms of privacy, security, legal, and economic benefits for users (Yang et al., 2019).
There are first approaches to frameworks on how to apply FL in eGOV3.0 use cases, which include the
specification of client, server, model, and application programming interface requirements at the start of a
project (Guberovic et al., 2022). Further, the accountability of FL in government to overcome legislative
constraints has been researched (Balta et al., 2021). Balta et al. (2021) both the engineering side, focusing
on system design, and the management side, underscoring the crucial role of trust-building among the
participating entities.

Originally, McMahan et al. (2017) proposed FL while working at Google, utilising decentralized data
stored on multiple edge devices for tasks like image or voice recognition. Now, the original technique is
also termed “horizontal FL,” as the data of each client shares the same feature space. We visualize FL
incorporated into eGOV3.0 in cross-silo (Wiseman, 2020) use cases (see Figure 1). The term cross-silo
refers to different data storages on a national or sub-national level, which, due to the challenges of
intergovernmental data sharing, explained in Section 2.1, cannot be exchanged between nations. The
algorithm is initialized with a base model sent to all clients (i.e., nation-states) by the server (i.e., an
intergovernmental organization, intergovernmental collaboration project, or a trusted third party). This
step is not part of the repeatedly performed steps and is, therefore, named step 0. In step 1, each client starts
the training process from the base model using their own data. In step 2, the difference between the base
model parameters and the client model parameters is sent to the server, but each client’s data is not shared.
While sharing model weights is also a form of information sharing, security techniques like secure
aggregation and differential privacy keep data secure and private. The communication channel between
client and server is ciphered via secure aggregation (Bonawitz et al., 2017) and thus made secure. Secure
aggegration thus allows for the transfer of model parameters between parties that do not trust each other,
other clients or the server are not capable of obtaining the model weights other clients send through the
federated system.During step 3, the server utilizes federated averaging to calculate aweightedmean of all
differences. Theweight of each client is determined by the amount of data used to train themodel. Then, in
step 4, the server adds randomnoise to the aggregatedmodel. By adding randomnoise, privacy is ensured,
meaning that the prior steps cannot be reverse-engineered. This procedure is known as differential privacy
(Agarwal et al., 2018) and is also used in standard ML algorithms. Differentially private models are
defined by the tuple (ε,δ), where ε defines the impact of each individual piece of information on the results
of the analysis. In other words, low ε indicates a robust system where the outcome is not represented by
any particular client data. Additionally, δ regulates the likelihood of a data breach occurring. Step 4 is
optional, but if chosen, the model becomes a secure federated model, allowing governments to keep their
data private. Finally, in step 5, the private aggregatedmodel is sent to the clients. Steps 1 to 5 represent one
round of federated training, which is repeated until the federated model converges.

One of the critical challenges not explicitly highlighted in the aforementioned steps is the communi-
cation overhead associated with FL. As each client (in this case, nation-states) trains its own model and
communicates the differences back to the central server, the volume of data transmitted can become
significant, especially with large models and numerous clients (Niknam et al., 2020). This overhead can
lead to increased latencies, bandwidth constraints, and potential costs. We discuss the communication
overhead and strategies against it in Section 4 under challenge (2).

Moreover, while FL enhances data governance by training AImodels on different servers and ensuring
data privacy, it also complies with regulatory requirements. However, we would like to point out that the
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concept is safe only on the technological side. The server, whether an intergovernmental organization or a
collaboration project, acts as a central coordinating entity. While it is pivotal in facilitating collaboration,
care must be taken to ensure this centralized coordination does not introduce bottlenecks or become a
single point of vulnerability in the system. Similarly, the client’s data infrastructure is not secured by
solely utilizing FL; appropriate data security measures still need to be taken by each individual server
outside of the FL training.

While FL has been proposed by McMahan et al. (2017) to solve the problem of data sharing on edge
devices, there have been limited attempts to adapt this technique to the public sector. It is especially
unclear how the specific challenges of data sharing among governments can be solved.

3. Method

In our research design, we initially conducted a structured literature review, identifying key insights based
on practical applicability and specific problems relating to intergovernmental data sharing and the use of
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Figure 1. Federated Learning in eGOV3.0.
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FL. Using these insights, we then scrutinize the challenges of data sharing as outlined by OECD (2019).
The OECD study offers a diverse and comprehensive view of these matters. Once these challenges and
their related literature have been thoroughly reviewed and analyzed, we present a practical showcase
designed as a model to explore the relationship between FL and intergovernmental data sharing. The
showcase serves as a tangible illustration, shedding light on how FL can be deployed as a viable solution
to the challenges inherent in intergovernmental data sharing.

3.1. Literature review

In the previous section, we determined the data-sharing problems identified by OECD (2019) as major
challenges. Therefore, we conducted a structured literature review to investigate how FL can solve these
data-sharing problems.We utilized the challenges provided by the OECD as a single scientific framework
for intergovernmental data sharing does not exist to our knowledge. The challenges of data sharing
identified by OECD (2019) are grouped into three categories and various subcategories and formulated
with regard to the growing importance of AI. During the literature search process, we focused on
information systems and computer science literature, and we applied forward as well as backward
searches (Webster and Watson, 2002). We utilized the search string {“Federated Learning”
AND “Data” AND “Challenge*”} in the disciplines of information systems, computer, decision,
manangement, and social science, yielding a total of 879 results. We searched through the SCOPUS,
IEEE, and ACM databases. As pre-selection criteria, we analyzed if the given article discusses the
challenges named byOECD (2019) based on the abstract; 43 articles were thus chosen for further analysis.
We mapped 14 articles to the challenges of the OECD (2019), and a forward and backward search found
16 more articles, resulting in 30 articles being selected.

3.2. Implementation of the showcase

To exemplify the efficacy of FL for intergovernmental collaboration, where data cannot be shared, we
provide a showcase based on the Ukrainian refugee crisis. We meticulously collected and curated a
comprehensive dataset from Telegram, comprising a total of 669 distinct messages that address the
various requirements and challenges faced by Ukrainian migrants residing in multiple European Union
countries, including Belgium, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Poland, Portugal, Spain, and
Switzerland. Thus, we provide a tangible resource for policymakers to adapt FL in solutions constrained
by intergovernmental data-sharing challenges. The data, model scripts, and results can be found on
GitHub and are openly accessible (https://github.com/sprenkamp/federate_learning_data_and_policy).
Our objective is to address a supervised multiclass classification challenge, with each Telegram message
belonging to five distinct categories related to refugee needs: medical information, accommodation,
governmental services, banking, and transportation. The data was annotated by two independent labelers,
and only instances that received consistent classifications from both were retained in the final dataset.
Regarding the privacy of the data, it is crucial to emphasize that we sourced our information exclusively
from open Telegram groups, ensuring all collected messages were in the public domain. Despite their
public accessibility, we recognized the inherent ethical considerations associatedwith such data. Thus, we
considered the potential misuse of the given data, especially concerning the vulnerable population it
represents. Given these concerns, we have made the data available solely upon request. In Table 1, we
show the data distribution over different countries and classes. It is evident that there is a disparity in data
distribution across countries, with countries like Germany, France, and Spain having a wealth of data, in
contrast to others such as the Czech Republic, which exhibit data scarcity.

For the supervised multiclass classification problem, we fine-tune BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), a
transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) pre-trained language model. BERT can capture contextual
information in text, enabling the accurate classification of needs into predefined categories. Specifically,
we employ a multi-lingual version of BERTobtained from Huggingface (https://huggingface.co/bert-
base-multilingual-uncased), trained in 102 languages, we are thus able to capture patterns within the
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various languages used in the Telegram messages (e.g., Ukrainian or Russian). For modeling, we mainly
utilized a combination of the PyTorch and the Transformers packages in Python. The dataset was
partitioned into training, evaluation, and test sets, adhering to a ratio of 60% for training, 20% for
evaluation, and 20% for testing. For assessing the model on the test set, we used accuracy, precision,
recall, and the F1 score, which are standard metrics for text classification tasks.We calculate these metrics
for the oracle, individual, federated and secure federated models. For the secure federated model, we
utilize differential privacy as explained in section 2.2. There, following the original work of McMahan
et al. (2017) and the implementation principles of Yang et al. (2021b). For the secure and non-secure FL
model, we found that four rounds of communication were sufficient to achieve accurate learning
representations. Notably, there are differences between the sampled countries for the secure and non-
secure FL models. On the one hand, the non-secure FL model uses information from all countries in each
communication round since the more data available, the more powerful the model will be. On the other
hand, for the private model, we performed several simulations to find an optimal value of countries per
round. Tomaximize the privacy of themodel, we optimized this ratio to 0.5. This means that we randomly
sampled half of the countries wheremore clientsmeanmore performance, but alsomore noise is needed to
hide individual contributions. As mentioned above, there is a clear trade-off between noise and accuracy:
the more noise we input, the more private the model will be, but at the cost of performance. Given a
sampling ratio of 0.5, we set the noise standard deviation to 1.0. As in Yang et al. (2021b), the central
server adds the noise to the model weights after averaging, later, to evaluate the overall privacy of the
model, we usedRenyi-Differential Privacy (Mironov, 2017), which yields higher privacy than the original
moment accountant from McMahan et al. (2017).

4. Federated learning for OECD challenges

We identified solutions to the sub-challenges (OECD, 2019) by conducting a structured literature review.
We found solutions for eight of the 12 sub-challenges defined, while two of the sub-challenges were
partially solved, and two of the sub-challenges remained unsolved (see Table 2).

4.1. Challenge 1: Balancing the benefits of data openness with legitimate interests, policy objectives, and
risks

With FL, the security and confidentiality breaches in data sharing (1.1) can be avoided, as FL alleviates the
need to share data. FL does so through a range of security and privacy techniques (Mothukuri et al., 2021).
We want to point out two core approaches differential privacy (Agarwal et al., 2018) and secure
aggregation (Bonawitz et al., 2017). While differential privacy secures the system from being reverse-

Table 1. Data distribution in a number of instances over countries and classes of the migrant Telegram
dataset

Medical
information Accommodation

Governmental
services Banking Transportation

Belgium 24 12 9 24 11
Czech Republic 7 11 6 13 4
France 23 13 15 28 24
Germany 19 32 17 30 30
Poland 9 24 9 12 7
Portugal 12 22 6 7 4
Spain 25 30 21 24 32
Switzerland 18 8 20 10 19
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Table 2. FL solutions to data sharing challenges (OECD, 2019)

Challenge Sub challenge Solved by FL Proposed solution

(1) Balancing the benefits of data
openness with legitimate interests,
policy objectives and risks

(1.1) Security risks and
confidentiality breaches

Solved • Security and privacy techniques
(Agarwal et al., 2018; Benmalek
et al., 2022; Bonawitz et al., 2017;
Cao et al., 2019; Y. Chen et al.,
2017; Mothukuri et al., 2021)

• Hierarchical federated learning
(Abad et al., 2020)

(1.2) Violation of privacy and
intellectual property

Solved • Workaround for contractual
agreements (Li et al., 2020a,
2021)

(1.3) Difficulty of risk management
approaches

Not solved • N/A

(1.4) Cross–border data access and
sharing

Solved • Unnecessity of cross–border data
sharing (Truong et al., 2021; D.
Yang et al., 2021a, 2019)

(2) Trust and empowerment for the
effective re–use of data across
society

(2.1) Supporting and engaging
communities

not solved • N/A

(2.2) Fostering data–related
infrastructures and skill

Partially solved • Communication cost (McMahan et
al., 2017; Li et al., 2020b;
Ozfatura et al., 2021; Shah and
Lau, 2021)

• FL toolkits (Ziller et al., 2021)
(2.3) Lack of common standards for

data sharing and re–use
Solved • System heterogeneity (Mitra et al.,

2021)
•Vertical federated learning (Yang et

al., 2019)
• Transfer learning (Chen et al.,

2020)
• Meta learning (Fallah et al., 2020)

(Continued)
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Table 2. Continued

Challenge Sub challenge Solved by FL Proposed solution

• Data augmentation (de Luca et al.,
2022)

(2.4) Data quality Solved • FL on noisy data (Passerat–
Palmbach et al., 2020; Tuor et al.,
2021)

(3) Misaligned incentives and
limitations of current business
models and markets

(3.1) Externalities of data sharing,
re–use, and misaligned incentives

Solved • Incentives of FL (Kang et al., 2019;
Yu et al., 2020)

(3.2) Limitations of current business
models and data markets

Solved • FL as a business model (Yang et al.,
2019; Balta et al., 2021; Manoj et
al., 2022)

(3.3) The risks of mandatory access
to data

Partially solved • N/A

(3.4) Uncertainties about data
ownership

Solved • Data ownership is explicit (Liu et
al., 2020; Shae and Tsai, 2018)

• Model ownership is explicit on
technical level (Liu et al., 2021)
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engineered, secure aggregation secures the system by ciphering the communication channel between the
clients and the server. Moreover, concerning the importance of personal information, hierarchical FL
settings (Abad et al., 2020) enable FL to be applied on multiple levels. A country could thus give citizens
or companies control over their data while still profiting fromAI being trained by international projects. In
the context of safeguarding FL systems, it is essential to address potential attacks on the federated system,
such as poisoning attacks, inference attacks, communication attacks, and free-riding attacks (Benmalek
et al., 2022). These malicious activities can disrupt the collaborative learning process by injecting
corrupted ormanipulated data into the system. Implementing robust securitymeasures such as differential
privacy together with anomaly detection mechanisms is crucial to defend against these threats and ensure
the integrity and reliability of FL (Cao et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2017).

The violation of privacy and property rights (1.2) is, according to OECD (2019), based on contractual
agreements. The violation of these agreements can lead to fines. Moreover, sharing data prematurely can
reduce the chance of creating intellectual property. FL offers a technological pathway for entities to
comply with these contractual agreements (Li et al., 2020a, 2021), thus preventing them from violating
contractual clauses and being exposed to ensuing fines or the premature revelation of intellectual property.

Regarding mitigating the difficulty of applying risk management approaches (1.3), we currently see
limited potential in FL to solve this challenge.

From a legal perspective, cross-border data sharing (1.4) can be complicated due to regulations like the
General Data Protection Regulation (2018)or the CLOUDAct 2018. FL allows the training of AI without
the need to share data across borders. Q. Yang et al. (2019) proposed training federated models between
Chinese and American companies. Similarly, Yang et al. (2021a) presented an FL system using data from
China, Japan, and Italy to predict SARS-CoV-2 from chest computed tomography images. However,
Truong et al. (2021) point out that due to the exchange of model weights and the resulting threat of
backward engineering, FL, without any security and privacy techniques, does not conform with General
Data Protection Regulation (2018) in Europe. Therefore, FL can only be utilizedwith privacy and security
preserving techniques when utilising data from multiple countries.

4.1. Challenge 2: Trust and empowerment for the effective re-use of data across society.

FL cannot help to create more engagement in open data communities (2.1) as it reduces the need to share
data. However, we can see that the shared model training creates a community aspect. To our knowledge,
this has not yet been researched.

We found that FL cannot solve problems related to data infrastructure or skills (2.2). Generally, the
technique requires a more complicated setup than standard ML processes (T. Li et al., 2020b). FL profits
from dividing the computational cost acrossmultiple clients. Yet, the cost of communication is high in FL,
as clients need to communicate continuously. This cost is practically non-existent in standard ML
(McMahan et al., 2017). Reducing costs associated with FL is currently under research, and several
solutions have been proposed, including model compression (Shah and Lau, 2021), parameter sparsifica-
tion (Ozfatura et al., 2021), or structured and sketched updates (Li et al., 2020b).Model compression aims
to reduce the size of the model by simplifying its architecture or the representation of its parameters, thus
making it less resource-intensive to store and transmit. Techniques such as pruning, where unnecessary or
less important connections within a neural network are eliminated, and quantization, which reduces the
precision of the numerical parameters, are commonly applied (Shah and Lau, 2021). Parameter sparsi-
fication selectively transmits only the most significant model updates, ignoring minor changes that have
minimal impact on the overall model performance. By setting a threshold for the importance of updates,
only parameters that exhibit substantial changes are sent to the server for aggregation, thus reducing the
absolute amount of processed model parameters within the network (Ozfatura et al., 2021). Structured
updates impose a predefined structure on the model updates before they are transmitted, which could
involve techniques like low-rank approximations that maintain the essential information while reducing
the size of the data package. Sketched updates, on the other hand, use algorithms to create a compressed
summary of the updates. These summaries or “sketches” provide an approximate but significantly smaller
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representation of the updates, further reducing the communication load without severely compromising
the model’s accuracy (Li et al., 2020b). Further, due to the increased complexity and novelty of FL, tool
kits like TensorFlow Federated based on McMahan et al. (2017) and PySyft (Ziller et al., 2021)
have not seenwide adoption compared to otherML frameworks. Nonetheless, we see possibilities for less
skilled countries to profit as they prefer to use federated models rather than training models themselves.

The lack of data standardization (2.3) reflects two core challenges of FL: system and statistical
heterogeneity. Solutions to this issue exist already. System heterogeneity is described as different
hardware used among clients, leading to a slower training process. For example, Mitra et al. (2021)
propose re-using parts of themodel during the training process, such as gradients of the learned network or
the specification of concrete learning rates for individual clients depending on the hardware. Statistical
heterogeneity refers to different data features being stored or features having non-identical distributions
across clients. In this case, vertical FL (Yang et al., 2019) can be used, which allows for the training of
models with different feature spaces.Moreover, it is possible to apply transfer FL,meaning that a model is
retrained for a different learning task, benefiting from the knowledge of the previously learned task. Chen
et al. (2020) employ this technique by first training a model for activity recognition for smartwatches,
which is then transferred to the task of predicting Parkinson’s disease. Other techniques to address
statistical heterogeneity include meta-learning or data augmentation. Within FL, meta-learning allows
individual client models to benefit from broader multi-task knowledge, enabling swift adaptation to local
data variations (Fallah et al., 2020). Data augmentation within the FL can be locally applied at each client,
introducing data variations like rotations, which helps harmonize the diverse data distributions across
clients (de Luca et al., 2022).

The OECD notes that poor data quality (2.4) will lead to poor analytics. While FL cannot improve the
data quality of clients, entities with poor data quality can profit from the federatedmodel. Examples can be
found within the medical field of genomics or mental health, where large amounts of noisy data can be
found (Passerat-Palmbach et al., 2020). In this case, clients with poor data can profit from the federated
model and the contribution made by other clients with better-quality data. Still, the clients with poor data
quality will decrease the overall model quality. A solution to this challenge is proposed by Tuor et al.
(2021). Each client evaluates their data set with a benchmark model trained on high-quality data. For bad-
quality data, the model will be incapable of making a prediction, generating a high loss value. These data
points will not be further utilized for training.

4.3. Challenge 3: Misaligned incentives and limitations of current business models and markets

A central problem within data sharing is misaligned incentives (3.1) between information-rich and
information-poor countries. The problem of incentivizing information-rich clients to participate in FL
has been well-researched (Kang et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020). These methods typically offer a reward for
participating within the federated system. Hence, an entity could earn depending on howmuch value was
brought to the federated model.

Implementing FL could significantly reduce the need for data markets (3.2), as data can be kept by the
owner. Moreover, according to the OECD, the ex-ante evaluation of the economic potential of data is
challenging. However, given the previously shown incentive schemes of FL, it is possible to track
participation in an FL project. Yang et al. (2019) estimate that FL will evolve into a business model where
participants in an FL project can profit from the value they contribute to the model. FL thus allows
participants to pursue joint business activities (Balta et al., 2021). An example of such joint business
activity is given byManoj et al. (2022), training a model for predicting the yield of crops. This model can
be utilized by multiple stakeholders, for example, farmers for revenue estimates, banks and insurance for
mitigating risks, and governments for setting export prices.

In a federated setting, mandatory data access (3.3) can be kept to a minimum. For example, the
PySyft package (Ziller et al., 2021) within Python allows for viewing a limited number of samples of
each client’s data to optimize the federated model. Accessing all available data points is, in theory, not
necessary, and due to the number of data points available, not always feasible while training AI models.
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Finally, the OECD notes a loss of data ownership (3.4) as an emerging challenge of sharing data. With
FL, the ownership of a data point remains unaffected as it is not shared across multiple sources. For
example, Shae and Tsai (2018) propose storingmedical information on a blockchain for training federated
models. Thus, the ownership of data cannot be falsified. Similarly, Liu et al. (2020) proposed a traffic flow
prediction model utilizing data from government organizations, smart devices, and private persons, as
well as private companies such as Uber or Didi. For each of these entities, the data ownership is
unambiguous. Moreover, it is possible to verify the ownership over a trained federated model by
implementing a watermarking technique. Thus, the contribution and resulting ownership of clients is
recorded through the watermark (Liu et al., 2021). However, the watermarking technique solely clarifies
ownership on a technical and not legal level. To our knowledge, the legal ownership of federated models
remains unsolved.

5. Showcase

Based on the results found in the literature, we observe FL as a solution to the problem of data sharing in
intergovernmental collaboration in a real-world practical setting. While in this showcase, we have all
available data, one could easily think of a similar case where not all data is available to one central
authority, such as documents from multiple government organisations. The total comparison of all four
models can be viewed in Table 3 for the given error metrics.

Undeniably, the oracle model, with access to all data, exhibited superior performance. However, it also
underscores a crucial drawback. Often, in real-world situations, sharing of all data is not feasible,
considering data privacy and legal restrictions. Therefore, the practical utility of the oracle model is
significantly limited. The models based on FL offer a more applicable alternative. Even though these
models do not have access to a central data repository, their performances are better than the individual
model. Both non-secure FL and Secure FL models exploit the power of collective intelligence without
violating data privacy. In essence, despite the inevitable trade-off between model accuracy and privacy,
FL-based models, secure and non-secure alike, significantly outperform individual models and provide a
practical solution for contexts where data sharing is impractical. Further, we would like to illustrate which
sub-challenges by OECD (2019) are solved through our showcase.

For challenge (1) “Balancing the benefits of data openness with legitimate interests, policy objectives
and risks,” our showcase bypasses the need for raw data sharing, thus significantly reducing the risk of
security and confidentiality breaches (1.1) and further the violation of privacy rights (1.2). The secure FL
model, which uses differential privacy, stands out as an example of how data privacy can be ensured even
while learning from collective intelligence and outperforming models trained by a single client. We thus
can maintain privacy among the clients, from which end users, that is, refugees within the EU, profit.

Regarding challenge (2) “Trust and empowerment for the effective re-use of data across society,” our
showcase exemplifies that entities with poor data quality or small amounts of data can profit from the
federated model (2.4). In Table 4, we show the accuracy per country for the individual and FLmodels.We
are able to observe that countries where data is scarce, for example, Czech Republic, profit most from the
federated models. However, we see an overall increase in accuracy in countries when comparing FL and

Table 3. Error metrics of the different models.

Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 score (%)

Oracle 97.01 96.67 96.92 96.57
Individual 51.03 33.08 42.08 35.00
Non–secure FL 89.71 86.51 86.12 85.32
Secure FL 87.93 83.07 82.90 82.30
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individual models, except for Portugal.We thus can predict refugee needs better by utilizing FL compared
to each country by doing a similar analysis alone.

Concerning challenge (3) “Misaligned incentives, and limitations of current business models and
markets,” our showcase exemplifies that FL helps to overcome issues regarding the reuse and ownership
of data (3.1), (3.2). As within our training process, the data is not known to the other clients, the reuse of
data can be efficiently managed while data ownership remains intact.

6. Discussion

This study aimed to address the research gap regarding how FL can be used in international eGOV3.0 use
cases where data sharing is complicated or unfeasible. Since McMahan et al. (2017) first proposed FL, a
vast number of publications have appeared in the field, including applications in health, banking, and
smart cities. However, research in the area of eGOV3.0 is limited.While Guberovic et al. (2022) created a
framework specifying component requirements for government FL projects and Balta et al. (2021)
analyzed the accountability of FL in government, we analyzed how FL can solve the problem of
intergovernmental data sharing. We did so by conducting a structured literature review, which served
the purpose of analyzing how FL can solve challenges identified by OECD (2019). In doing so, we were
able to answer the given RQ: How can federated learning address the problem of data sharing in
intergovernmental collaboration?

First, FL can help to deal with legal (Ward and Sipior, 2010) and ethical (Pingitore et al., 2017; Isaak
and Hanna, 2018) issues around data sharing. We provided evidence regarding how the sub-challenges
(1.1), (1.2), (1.4) and (3.4) identified by the OECD can be solved. FL significantly reduces the need for
data sharing agreements to build AI (Li et al., 2020a, 2021), which also applies to cross-border data
sharing (Truong et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2019, 2021a). A further consequence is that data ownership
cannot be falsified, as the data is stored at the owners’ selected location. Moreover, FL, mainly through
differential privacy (Agarwal et al., 2018) and secure aggregation (Bonawitz et al., 2017), allows for
secure model training and keeping data private. FL, thus, provides a trusted technology that is ideal for
intergovernmental use cases.

Second, we showed how technological constraints in data sharing (Chen and Zhao, 2012, 2014;
Johnson, 2016; Mikhaylov et al., 2018) can be overcome using FL, especially issues regarding the sub-
challenges of standardisation of data (2.3) and data quality (2.4). Mitra et al. (2021) show methods that
allow federated models to be trained in system heterogeneous settings. This is beneficial for FL in
intergovernmental settings as countries, companies, and citizens can partake in FL projects without the
need for special hardware. Vertical FL (Yang et al., 2019) and transfer FL (Chen et al., 2020) allow the
training of AImodels on non-standardized data sets, and they can even leverage data that was not recorded
for the task they have been employed to solve. Intergovernmental collaboration can thus profit from data
stored by all types of entities and further re-use data effectively. Additionally, data from both information-

Table 4. Comparison of model accuracy per country

Accuracy individual (%) Accuracy non-secure FL (%) Accuracy secure FL (%)

Belgium 37.50 100.00 100.00
Czech Republic 20.00 100.00 100.00
France 63.63 90.91 90.91
Germany 61.53 92.31 92.31
Poland 42.85 100.00 75.00
Portugal 66.66 66.66 66.66
Spain 78.57 92.86 92.86
Switzerland 37.50 75.00 75.00
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poor and information-rich countries can be utilized to contribute to FL projects. Information-poor
countries are not limited to their own data sources anymore and can contribute and profit from the
federated model. Still, while federated learning shows potential and has been implemented on a scientific
basis till now, applications of FL in an intergovernmental context in real-world scenarios are not known to
us. This could be the case due to technological challenges solely being solved in the literature but not in
real-world scenarios.

Third, FL can evolve into a business model (Yang et al., 2019; Balta et al., 2021), which gives entities
an incentive to take part in intergovernmental projects. This mitigates disincentives in data sharing caused
by “free riding” and the problem of inefficiency due to collective action (Olson, 1965). Consequently, we
demonstrated how sub-challenges (3.1) and (3.2) could be solved through FL.With incentivemechanisms
developed for FL (Kang et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020), both information-rich and information-poor entities
can be motivated to participate in an FL project by offering a reward. For example, an intergovernmental
climate model could be possible where different stakeholders, for example, countries, companies, or
single individuals, could earn money or CO2 credits based on the revenue or value that an intergovern-
mental FL project generates. Still, large contributors would earn the most, but less funded entities can
profit fairly. We consider the incentives to partake in FL to be superior to the incentives for partaking in
data sharing. When using FL, the ownership of the data (3.4) remains intact for each FL project an entity
might participate in. In contrast, for standard data sharing, as soon as data is distributed, it becomes unclear
who the real owner is. Therefore, “free riding” as described in the collective action theory (Olson, 1965)
and the resulting inefficiency can be mitigated on a technical level in theory.

Lastly, the showcase stresses the possibilities of federated learning as a solution to problems of data
sharing in intergovernmental collaborations. In our use case, we had all the data available, which was the
only way to evaluate the technical performance. However, one can easily think of similar use cases where
not all data is available to one central authority. Concerning refugee needs, instead of public Telegram
channels, one could collect data from interactions on government sites, which governments could be
reluctant to share with each other. Our showcase tackles the challenges outlined by the OECD (2019),
specifically, the need to bypass raw data sharing to reduce security breaches (1.1) and privacy violations
(1.2). Through the implementation of secure FL, which prioritizes privacy using techniques like
differential privacy, we ensure data privacy while benefiting from collective intelligence. FL also
addresses the challenge of trust and empowerment (2) by benefiting entities with limited data quality
(2.4). The accuracy results per country in Table 4 indicate improved performance with federated models.
Additionally, FL resolves issues related to misaligned incentives and current business models (3),
overcoming obstacles concerning data reuse and ownership (3.1) and (3.2). FL enables efficient data
reuse while preserving ownership, as the training process does not expose data to other clients.

However, not all problems related to data sharing can be solved through FL. Sub-challenges (2.2) and
(3.3) are only partially solved, while sub-challenges (1.3) and (2.1) are not solved. There are two key
problems. First, implementing FL infrastructure is more complicated, with higher communication costs.
Even with a larger adoption, this will cause challenges in eGOV3.0. Second, although ownership of FL is
actively researched from a technological point of view (Liu et al., 2021), we see problems on the
organizational level, in which the geolocation and the controlling entity of the server aggregating the
model will play a central role. The entity controlling the federatedmodel presents a potential bottleneck as
it could cut off countries in an intergovernmental collaboration project without a democratic process.
Especially from a political realism perspective, it is unlikely that nations that do not trust each other will
participate in a joint FL project. Future research could consider governments’willingness to participate in
projects that benefit various multinational stakeholders. Within this analysis, the difference between
incentives of information-rich and information-poor countries is likely to play a key role.

7. Conclusion

This study conducts a structured literature review to show how FL can function as a solution to various
challenges related to intergovernmental data sharing. FL enables the training of models in a decentralized
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manner and can thus reduce incentive, legal, ethical, and practical challenges in intergovernmental data
sharing. Nevertheless, secondary problems of a technical and organizational nature arise. The contribu-
tion of this study is threefold. First, we present a state-of-the-art AI method to overcome the problem of
intergovernmental data sharing. This serves as a basis for FL research in international eGOV3.0, whichwe
hope will influence both governments and citizens. Second, we contribute to the existing literature on FL,
providing a structured review and a showcase of how FL should be utilized in eGOV3.0, focusing on the
aspect of data sharing. We hope this will enhance the research output of real-life use cases in and outside
the eGOV3.0 space. Third, we show a new possibility of how to mitigate inefficiency created by the
collective action theory (Olson, 1965).

Our study presents two primary limitations. First, utilizing the OECD’s framework, though it provides
a practical and widely accepted basis for our analysis, it also confines us to a specific perspective. We
estimate that challenges described by other authorities will be similar, but adding challenges from
authorities of different cultural or economic origins would create an even more holistic and diverse
picture. Furthermore, the showcased data set neither includes private data from various countries nor is
extensive, containing only 669 instances. Moreover, our evaluation focused solely on the performance of
the models without considering the communication overhead inherent in FL.

Considering the opportunities and challenges highlighted in this study, we find substantial potential for
the information systems and related research communities. We suggest creating federated systems on
proprietary, potentially unbalanced data from multi-governmental stakeholders. Dedicated qualitative
research could be done, drawing insights from workshops or stakeholder interviews to further investigate
the potential of FL in eGOV3.0. Moreover, at the organizational level, it is necessary to determine the
owner of the server that creates the aggregated model. Finally, the higher infrastructure costs and skill
levels of users in FL need to be considered in further research.
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